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Scientists at work
This project is developed to meet the strategy of EU Commission for 2020 in terms
of improving basic skills of new generation for better future of the European
Union. It aims to develop necessary basic skills in SCİENCE, MATHEMATICS,
LANGUAGE and TECHNOLOGY for the kids by transforming activities as plays.
Learning is a long process rather than a collection of realistic and technical
knowledge. Learning produces changes in an individual and the changes produced
are relatively permanent. The project partners are: Oxclose Nursery – United
Kingdom, Scuola dell’Infanzia paritaria L’Albero Azzurro – Italy, Upesleju boarding
school-rehabilitation center – Latvia, Edifacoop, CRL – Portugal, Nene Hatun
Anaokulu – Turkey.

Technology magazine
This magazine is a record of technology activities that teachers of Upesleju
boarding school-rehabilitation center – Latvia have been doing with their
children. Technology here is understood as architecture (building), constructing,
cooking, modern technologies and art. In this magazine you can find methods of
activities, necessary materials and descriptions of working process with pictures
to other teachers so they can repeat these activities if they want to.
Also, in this magazine you can find information about famous designers and links
to the Websites that can be used in work with children.
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Designers
LDS Award 2018 - Ieva Bišofa, Dace Zilvere – AURA light letters

"AURA Light Letters" is a nightlight for children, which also serves as a learning tool for letter learning. It can
also be used as a representative material for companies or as an interior element.
It is a wireless luminaire that can be charged as easily as a mobile phone. Lamp housing made of wood, but light
letters of epoxy resin. Each letter has a built-in LED that illuminates the letter when it touches the wooden base.
There are three different sizes available for the wooden base (200mm, 300mm and 400mm), but the words can
be made from all Latvian and English alphabet letters. Light letters are safety for children.

Size / Area: 60x200x90mm, 60x300x90mm, 60x400x90mm
Photographer:
Dace Zilvere, Ieva Bishop
Author's contact information:
Author (s): Ieva Bišofa, Dace Zilvere
Author's email: aura.dizains@gmail.com
Author's company: AURA
Author's website: http://www.facebook.com/auradizainalietas
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Making the layout of a village
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-control
Benefits:




Children are interested and do simple tasks independently.
Acquire various techniques and safety rules by using materials and tools to accomplish their intentions.
Participates in making the model.

Necessary materials: liquid glue 1L, waste paper, small cartons, base - cardboard.
Method:
Children glue the base and sheets of paper together.
Children crush the paper and make a ball.
Children put the ball on the ball at the base - a "land" is formed.
Stick paper and press.
When dry - glue the cardboard boxes.
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Building a city
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-control
Benefits:



Children get familiar with the materials and start planning their own ideas of building a house, a robot
and a car.
The work goes on, children are creative and full of ideas.

Necessary materials: various cardboard boxes, plastic bottles, paper, gouache paint, paintbrushes, glue,
tape, scissors.

Method:
Children take boxes, plastics bottles, paint and glue them, build a fence and make trees and houses.
Then take other boxes, colour and glue them – to create cars.
This is a long-term process.
Children prepare various things for the city at home together with their parents – more houses, roads, traffic lights and
signs.
Children are excited about playing in their new cardboard city.
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“Pisa” tower
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-control
Benefits:










Improving classification skills.
Training analysis of logical regularity.
Activation of memory and attention.
Introducing principles of symmetry.
Strengthening skills of environmental orientation.
Developing the skill to analyze the subject, to highlight its characteristic features, the main functional
parts, to determine the relation between their meaning and structure.
Stimulate a constructive imagination in designing the object of somebody’s choice based on a chosen
theme.
Developing skills to act according to teacher's instructions and to show the peculiarities of the subjects.
Developing language and communication skills.

Necessary materials: various cardboard boxes, plastic bottles, paper, gouache paint, paintbrushes, glue,
tape, scissors.

Method:
Children are offered to look at the various pictures of the Pisa Tower, a small video about the Tower of Pisa
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AqZf01cDB7g).
Discussing where you can see different towers (Old Town), children ask a lot of questions and get answers to
some of them.
Teacher puts on the table a large box of empty toilet paper rolls of various sizes and cardboard cutouts in front
of the children. Teacher shows children how to build a tower from these materials and offers to build towers
after a sample or on their own imagination. Sample-Based Design - an important step in training when it comes
to solving tasks that allow children to switch to independent creative search.
Children work creatively, build towers, compare them, count the number of floors, who have the most crooked,
the most straight, the higher, the lower, etc. Children love to play with towers, towers can be overturned and
quickly picked up or made new, children are communicating with each other.
After finishing the game teacher makes an exhibition of children's works on the windowsill, children can play in
the play room and have free access to their towers, and in the evening proudly show their works to their parents.
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Ornaments
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-control
Benefits:





Children getting familiar with new materials.
To develop spatial thinking.
To develop fine motor skill.
To develop creative thinking.

Necessary materials: building mass, stencil, sticks, knife, ribbon.
Method:
Put construction building mass on the table.
Put on a stencil, squeeze it and cut it.
Make a hole with the help of a stick.
Decorate.
Allow to dry.
Bind the ribbon.
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“Decipher the word”
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-control, coordination skills
Benefits:







Improved collaborative skills.
Improved listening skills and instruction skills – rules’ compliance.
Learn directions.
Improved coordination skills.
Number and letter recognition.
Vocabulary expansion.

Necessary materials: scotch tape, cards with coded name, cards with directions, card with a "key". Cards
can be used multiple times using a number of letters for different words (4,5,6 ...). The game can be played by
2 children.

Method:
Method: 1. "Game manager" (child) places the numbers in the square fields according to the card teacher gives
to him (her), the directions are announced with the number of the steps and the direction.
2. "Game Participant" puts his (her) steps on the corresponding areas, moving only at the direction with the face
towards the "triangle" in accordance with "Game Manager" instructions.
3. If the "Player of the Game" enters the field with a number, he / she gives the numbers to "Game Manager"
who places the numbers in the order they are given.
4. When all numbers are picked up, both participants find the letters using the "code key" and read the "hidden
word"
-If the " directions" are read, but the numbers are left in the field, that is a mistake, you have to start the game
again, the players can change roles.
-the teacher creates answers with "hidden words" for verification.
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“Decipher the word”
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Binoculars
Pioneering skills developed: expand children’s creativity, fine motor skills, logical thinking, develop
communication skills, individual and team work and also patience

Benefits:




Children are making dialogues with adults and other children.
Children know how to organise their work and activities.
They show interest what is happening around and are actively involved in the process.

Necessary materials: Color A4 paper, toilet paper roll, glue stick, scissors, ruler, pencil, stapler, yarn different colors.

Method:
Take 2 rolls of toilet paper, Color A4 paper.
Measure the length of the toilet roll with a ruler.
Draw the length of a toilet roll on colored paper, create rectangles -2 copies.
Сut out a rectangle, then glue it over a roll of toilet paper.
Paper rolls must be attached to each other using a stapler.
Holes on both sides of the outside should be made.
Measure the length of the yarn according to your choice and attach it to the rolls.
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Biscuit cake
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-management
Benefits:




Children are interested and do simple tasks independently.
Acquire various techniques and safety rules by using materials and tools to accomplish their intentions.
Participation in simple food preparation.

Necessary materials: plastic wrap, biscuit squares, milk, chocolate cottage cheese, marmalade, dishes for
food, kitchen board, tissues.
Method:
Children put the things they need on the table themselves - food, dishes, open the biscuit packages and put the
biscuits in the container with the help of the teacher.
Children pour milk into the dish.
The teacher tells and shows how to soak cookies in milk.
Children observe how biscuits dissolve in milk. You need to work fast.
Children put biscuits on a baking plate. Teacher asks: Is the cake great? When the children say that the cake is
great, the teacher offers - what would you like to put in between the layers: cottage cheese or jam. After the
choice has been made, children with spoons put the cottage cheese or the jam.
On the third biscuit layer children put the cut marmalade.
Children with teacher put a cake on the fridge.
After a few hours they can eat their cake.
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Fruit salad
Pioneering skills developed: self-knowledge and self-management
Benefits:




Children are interested and do simple tasks independently.
Acquire various techniques, techniques and safety rules in the use of materials and tools to implement
their intentions.
Participate in simple food preparation.

Necessary materials: 2 kg bananas, 2 kg apples, 1 kg grapes, 1 l fruit yogurt, aprons, wooden or plastic
chopping boards, large bowls for salad, plastic knives for cutting, large spoons for salad mixing.

Method:
Teacher washes the fruit.
Children put on the aprons, get their chopping boards, knives, fruit and large bowls.
Children cut their fruit in small pieces; when the board is full, put the pieces in bowls.
When all fruit is cut, children pour yogurt in the bowls and thoroughly mix everything.
Children put salad on their plates and enjoy.
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Funny math
Pioneering skills developed: ability to compare and analyze, logical thinking and creative personality
development, concentration of attention

Benefits:



Children strengthen knowledge of mathematical concepts and geometrical shapes, in the process
improving the perseverance and concentration of attention.
Children get the opportunity to work with geometric figures, where they actively demonstrate their
logical thinking and creativity.

Necessary materials: computer with a mouse, specially designed materials for children's cognitive abilities
in the POWER POINT program.

Method:
Compose triangles in order.
Assemble "smiley faces" according to the number of corresponding numbers in a certain bucket with the
appropriate number.
Assemble a large square from the same colored small squares.
Create your own composition from the completed geometric figures.

Other technology activities you can
find in the presentation of Latvia’ s team
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How to grow crystals
Pioneering skills developed: creative thinking, individual and team work, patience, develops the ability to
observe and analyze

Benefits:



Children get the opportunity to create natural material by themselves and follow its growing process.
Children show their creativity and imagination by visualizing what result at the end.

Necessary materials: Salt, boiling water, glass jar with lid 0.5 l, spoons, food coloring, thread.
Method:
Pour boiling water into a glass jar.
Put 3 tablespoons of salt, stirring until completely dissolved.
Add salt into the jar until the salt ceases to dissolve in water.
Add food coloring.
Tie the thread to a large piece of salt.
Fix the salt with the help of the thread on the inside of the lid, so that the length of the thread is 5 cm (not
touching the salt).
Put the thread inside and close the lid. Place it in a dark place on the shelf for 1 -2 months.
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Autumn girl
Pioneering skills developed: self-management, creative thinking, individual and team work, patience
Benefits:




Children get familiar with the nature materials.
Children improve creative thinking and start planning their ideas.
Children improve cooperating skills.

Necessary materials: colorful tree leaves, scissors, PVA glue, brush, large size paper, stencil, pencil.
Method:
Children with teacher’s help draw around stencil on the paper.
Tree leaves from tree place on paper to look like dress and hat.
Stick leaves on paper.
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Links to Websites
The tasks of developing thinking

https://www.dzene.com/
Creative tasks and decoration, work organizing ideas

https://www.pinterest.com/
Printable worksheets, online games, lesson plans

https://www.education.com/
Free eBooks, free Webinars

http://elearningindustry.com/
Language learning for free

http://www.duolingo.com/

